
INTRODUCTION

“REXX Concepts and Applications” in the January issue of Technical Support magazine
covered REXX from a beginner’s viewpoint. This more advanced article covers the writing of
an actual REXX utility.

The source for the utility discussed will be duplicated within this article. Free copies of the
utility and its supporting functions are available online at Woodworths.com.

The color scheme seen in the figures in this article is obtained through use of a PC-based text
editor called Kedit. All utilities in this article were created with Kedit. Kedit also supports
macros, which use a language very much like REXX. Kedit can be purchased online, through
Mansfield Software Group in Connecticut, at Kedit.com or by telephone at 860-429-8402.

Some of the explanations given here are rather brief. If a more thorough understanding of an
exec is desired, adding the line:

TRACE ALL

will cause each line of the exec to be displayed onto the screen as it is executed.
The main utility in this article is the TRAPCMD.REX utility. The other utilities described

later are support utilities.

TRAPCMD.REX UTILITY

This exec traps the screen output and places it into a file. The comment at the top of the exec,
see FIGURE 1, describes how to use it. An example of how the utility might be used:

1. List members of a PDS by issuing the listds TSO command, via the TRAPCMD.REX
utility. The utility places the list into a file.

2. Feed the list to a loop utility (Could show, in the future, how to write a good generic
loop utility).

3. Instruct the loop utility to call an edit macro, which will make the required changes to
each of the members in the list.

4. Go ahead, take a coffee break, and chat with friends while everyone else is manually
modifying each of the members in their library, one at a time.

When this exec is invoked, the user will key in the exec name followed by a TSO command.
This exec will place the TSO command into the variable called “tsocmd”.

The next line of the exec merely clears the screen.
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The next line, “init = setinit()”, is an example of a user-defined
function (a user-defined function is one the REXX programmer
writes himself as opposed to built-in functions, which are included
with the REXX interpreter). The source code for the “setinit” function
will be described later. This function returns the user’s initials.

The next line uses the REXX built-in function “userid()”. This func-
tion returns the user’s logon id.

The “if” statement checks to see if the user entered a “?” or if the
user entered no parameter at all. It is a good practice to write execs to
allow a user to invoke it with a “?” to get a description of what the exec
does and how to use it. If the user did not enter a question mark, then
processing continues at the routine “spool_con_start”. See FIGURE 2.

The line “option_loc = index(tsocmd,”/MOD”)” uses the built-in
function “index”. This function will scan the string “tsocmd” looking
for the string “/MOD”. If “/MOD” is found, the byte position of its
location within “tsocmd” is returned. If it is not found, then 0 is
returned. The result is placed into the variable “option_loc”.

The “index” function and the “if” statement together check for the
option “/MOD”. This option allows the user to append this trapped data
onto previously trapped data. If the user did not specify “/MOD” when
invoking the “TRAPCMD” exec, then the field “output_access” is set
to the value “NEW”. This disposition will be used for the file that will
be created to hold the trapped output.

Next, “tsocmd = stripop(tsocmd,”/MOD”)” is used to modify the
user-supplied TSO command by taking out the /MOD option. The
“stripop” function is a user-written function and will be described later.

The call to the built-in function, “outtrap(‘cmdresp.’)”, starts the
trapping of the screen output. The information that normally displays
on the screen will be placed into an array “cmdresp.”. The result
returned from the function is placed into “x” (though this value will not
be used). In REXX, arrays are handled using compound variables.

Compound variables are a way to create an n-dimensional array or a list
of variables in REXX. Subscripts do not necessarily have to be numeric.
A compound variable contains at least one period with characters on both
sides of it. The following are examples of compound variables.

FRED.5

Array.Row.Col

employee.name.phone

A DO loop can be used to initialize a group of compound variables
and set up an array:

cnt = 1

say ‘Enter an employee name (“q” to quit).’

parse pull employee.cnt

do while employee.cnt <> “q”

cnt = cnt + 1

say ‘Enter an employee name (“q” to quit).’

parse pull employee.cnt

end

If six names were entered, the following group of compound vari-
ables would be set up:

employee.1 = ‘Lasky, Raymond’

employee.2 = ‘Wiggins, Billy’

employee.3 = ‘Wallace, David’

employee.4 = ‘Gessay, Donna’

employee.5 = ‘Wiggins, Kathy’

employee.6 = ‘Asimov, Isaac’

Once set up, the names are easily accessed:

lost = 5

say employee.lost/* Displays ‘Wiggins, Kathy’ */
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FIGURE 1: SOME OF THE SOURCE CODE FOR TRAPCMD.REX UTILITY,
INCLUDING THE COMMENT

FIGURE 2: FIRST SUBROUTINE IN TRAPCMD.REX

FIGURE 3: THE LAST SUBROUTINE IN TRAPCMD.REX
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Back to the REXX exec, the line “tsocmd” executes the command
that the user entered.

Again a call to the built in function, “outtrap(‘off’)”, ends the trapping
of screen output.

“cmdresp.0”, which was created by the “outtrap” function, represents
the number of lines that were trapped and placed into the array (cmdresp.1
would contain the first screen output line, cmdresp.2 would contain the
second, and so on). This value is being saved in the variable “traped_cnt”.

The next line:

dsn = “‘“logon_id”.”init”.sysout’”

is creating a dataset name, which will be used to hold the trapped
screen information.

The next line invokes the built-in function “listdsi(dsn)” to determine
if the dataset, which is being created, already exists. The function will
return a 0 if the dataset is found. The returned value is assigned to the
field “goodlib”. The “listdsi()” function also assigns values to several
variables. Those variables are not being used here, but a list of those
variables is included in FIGURE 10.

If “goodlib” is 0, then the dataset exists. This dataset will be deleted
if the user wants to create a “NEW” dataset (remember earlier, the
option “/MOD” was checked for to see if the user wished to add the
new information to an existing dataset). The “delete” request is con-
tained within quotes so that REXX will not interpret the command, but
instead pass it to TSO for execution.

The next group of instructions formats the appropriate “allocate”
command and passes it to TSO for execution. This allocates the output
dataset that will hold the trapped screen output.

The next group of commands sets up a loop to write the trapped
screen lines from the array into the allocated file. The “push” command
puts the information on the queue because the next command, “exe-
cio”, takes a line from the queue and places it into the file identified by

the DD “ocmdfle”. (The EXECIO command was covered in the April
2003 issue of Technical Support magazine.)

At this point, the file of screen output is created and control returns
to the calling routine.

The last routine to cover is the “helper” routine at the bottom. This
routine contains one statement (see FIGURE 3).

This is executing a user-written REXX exec called “disphelp” and a
user-written function called “setrexx()”. The source code for these
execs will be covered later. Briefly, “disphelp” is used to display the
comment, from the top of a REXX exec, onto the screen. Thus, the
comments at the top of each of the execs have a dual purpose. The first
purpose is for the programmer working on the exec. The second is for
the user who may be executing the exec. The “disphelp” exec displays
the first comment box only. Therefore, if there are more technical com-
ments to be provided for maintenance programmers, they can be
included in a second comment box.

Also briefly, the “setrexx()” function returns the value of the REXX
library where these execs are stored. The function is usually invoked
when the “disphelp” exec is called, which, as was just mentioned, reads
in REXX source and displays the comment, from the top of the source,
onto the screen. The REXX library name is kept in the same file as the
user’s initials. “Setinit” also reads this file, and “setinit” is described next.
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FIGURE 5: TWO SUBROUTINES OF THE SETINIT.REX FUNCTION

FIGURE 6: THE NEXT SUBROUTINE OF THE SETINIT.REX FUNCTION

FIGURE 4: THE TOP LEVEL OF THE SETINIT.REX FUNCTION
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SETINIT.REX USER-WRITTEN FUNCTION

This exec is used to maintain a file of user information. The exec is
set up as a function. The value returned is the user’s initials. If initials
are not required for qualifying datasets, then the exec can be modified
to maintain some other type of information in the user file.

See FIGURE 4. After assigning any user parameters to “a_question”,
the exec assigns the library name, where user information is stored, to
the variable “user_info”. This dataset name will have to be changed to
adhere to the standards of the particular installation. Next, the exec
invokes the built-in function “userid()”. The user’s ID is assigned to the
variable “id”. The variable “abort_sw” is self-explanatory, and
“user_eof” is used to indicate when the end of the “user information
file” is reached.

After checking for the question mark, the exec checks for the
existence of the user information file. This file contains the table
with the user’s initials. If the file with initials exists, then
“check_table” is called. If the file with initials does not exist, “cre-
ate_new_init_tab” is called.

See FIGURE 5. The “check_table” routine allocates the user initials
file and then calls the routine “read_user_table”. It then goes into a
loop, calling the read routine until all comment lines (those beginning
with “/*”) have been bypassed. After the loop ends, the last record
retrieved should be the REXX library name, which is the first line of
the user information file. The next read then skips over this record and
loops through the userid/initial records until a match to the current
userid is found. Next, an “execio” is used to close the file and a “free”
command is used to release the file allocation.

If the ID match is found, then the table initials are assigned to the
variable “init”. If there is no ID match, then the routine add_user_ini-
tials_to_table is called.

The routine add_user_initials_to_table allocates the user information
file as mod then calls get_user_initials. The initials are then written into
the information file, along with the user’s id.

In the routine “create_new_init_tab”, (see FIGURE 6), the routine
get_user_initials is called. Once the initials have been obtained, the
information file is allocated to get ready to create it. Placing all the
required lines for the file into the queue creates it. A loop is used to
write all the records to the user information file. The function
“queued()” returns a number that represents the total lines left in the
queue; this number is used to control the loop.

The routine get_user_initials and the routine get_init_from_user
work together to retrieve the initials from the user (See FIGURE 7).

The routine, get_user_initials, merely calls the other routine over and
over until a valid set of initials is obtained. The routine,
get_init_from_user, prompts the user to enter their initials and then
reads it in. The function “length()” returns the number of bytes in a
string. The user must enter three characters for their initials. The length
of the string that the user entered is placed into fld_size to be examined
by the calling routine. The “substr()” function (covered in the next
paragraph) is being used to extract the first byte of the entered initials.
The “datatype()” function is used to test the extracted first byte for
numeric data. If the first byte is numeric, the length field is set to 0,
indicating an invalid entry.

The next paragraph, read_user_table, is used to retrieve records
from the user information file. If the return code from the execio
command is 2, then the end of file switch is set. No other return
code, except 0, is accepted.

After the last “else”, the “parse pull” command brings in the line that
was placed into the queue by the TSO command—“execio”. The line
is placed into a storage area called user_record.

The next line uses the “substr()” function to extract information
from a record. The first parameter passed to the “substr” function is a
record from the initials file. Next, the number one is the starting col-
umn of the data that is to be extracted from the record. The number
two is the number of bytes to extract. The “substr” function then
returns this value to the REXX exec, where it is assigned to the vari-
able “chk_com”. (It was seen earlier how a loop was being controlled
by chk_com.)

FIGURE 8: THE START OF THE STRIPOP.REX FUNCTION

FIGURE 7: THE LAST 3 SUBROUTINES OF THE SETINIT.REX FUNCTION
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The last instruction is placing the fields, from the record just read,
into variable names.

When this function, “setinit()”, returns back to its caller, it returns
the user’s initials as extracted from the file or as entered by the user.

Functions simplify processes a great deal. Now that the “setinit”
function is written, a user’s initials can be assigned to a variable simply
by coding:

user_initials = setinit()

and it is done.

STRIPOP.REX USER-WRITTEN FUNCTION

This user-written REXX function removes a string from a string. It
accepts 2 strings as parameters. The first is the string that will be returned.
The second is the string that will be stripped from the first string.

Syntax:

STRIPOP(option_string, keyword)

Ex:

STRIPOP(THE_OPTIONS, “/CNT”)

See FIGURE 8. The first routine is the same as many others. It checks
for a “?” or null as a parameter to determine if help is being requested.
Since this is a function returning a value, a value is assigned to the
returned area (option_val = 0) although only help was requested. The
“userid()” and “setinit()” functions are called to obtain values needed
to construct the REXX library name which is being passed to the
“disphelp” exec. Remember, the “disphelp” exec will display the com-
ment at the top of a REXX exec.

If help is not requested, then “check_option” is called. When control
returns from “check_option”, the value being passed back is
“option_val”, which should be “the_options” minus “the_keyword”.

The routine “check_option” checks if all of “the_options” is to be elim-
inated. If it is, “option_val” is set to nulls. If not, “reformat_option_string”
is called.

In “reformat_option_string”, (FIGURE 9), the “index()” function is used
to locate where within “the_options” “the_keyword” resides. Next, the size
of “the_keyword” is determined by using the user-written function “true-
len()” (this function will be explained later). The size of “the_options” is
also determined by invoking the REXX built-in function “length()”. If the
“index()” function returns “0” to the variable “keyword_loc”, then it means
that there is no occurrence of “the_keyword” within “the_options”.
Therefore, “the_options” is merely moved into “option_val”, which will be
returned to the invoking exec. If “the_keyword” is in the string starting in
column 1, then the routine “grab_second_half” is called. This will move
the remaining portion of “the_options”, following “the_keyword”, into
“option_val”. Otherwise, “grab_around_string” is called, which will move
the first part of “the_options” into “option_val”, skip the keyword, then
move the remaining portion of “the_options”, following “the_keyword”
into “option_val”. The routine “remove_trailing_blanks” is called to
remove trailing blanks.

DISPHELP.REX UTILITY

This REXX exec displays the comment at the top of any REXX exec.
It can be called from within another exec so that the comment at the

beginning of a REXX exec can be used also as a help file. Call this
EXEC with 3 parameters—one, which is the name of a REXX exec; a
second optional parameter, which is a “T” indicating that translation is
to occur within the comment being displayed (so far just “iii” to initials
and “$idid” to userid); a third parameter, which will be the initials; and
a fourth parameter of logon_id.

The next section allocates the REXX exec source code that is to be
displayed. The “execio” reads the records from the allocated file and
places them into an array called “helper.”. The field “max_help” is used
to hold the number of records read into the array.

The next section of code goes into a loop, which displays the com-
ment lines from the beginning of the file. If “/**/” is encountered, the
display is stopped by using a “parse pull”. When the enter key is hit,
processing continues. If the option for translation (“T”) was entered
when “disphelp” was invoked, the routine chk_mod is called. This rou-
tine will scan the line looking for “iii” or “$idid”, and if it finds it,
translate it to the initials or logon id that were passed as parameters.

FIGURE 9: THE REMAINING ROUTINES OF THE STRIPOP.REX FUNCTION
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Lines will continue being displayed until the
end of the file is reached or until the string
“/***” is encountered. Therefore, it is impor-
tant that all execs that use the “disphelp” exec
for displaying help make box comments at the
top of their execs.

Example:

/********** REXX **********/

/*                      */

/* This is a box comment. */

/*                      */

/**************************/

The last thing that this section does is “drop
helper.”, which gets rid of the buffer that was
holding the array “helper.”.

The logic in chk_mod is not complex:

string_loc = index(disp_line,”iii”)

do while string_loc <> 0

call modify_init

string_loc = index(disp_line,”iii”)

end

Hopefully, no user will have the initials
“iii”, because it appears that this could lead
to an endless loop. (Logic to prevent this can
be added.)

The routine “modify_init” changes the “iii”
to the passed initials.

The routine “modify_logon_id” calls
“shrink_third_piece” if the user ID that will
replace “$idid” is longer than “$idid”. This is to
keep the ends of the lines lined up nice and neat.

TRUELEN.REX USER-WRITTEN
FUNCTION

This user-written function returns the length of
a string. The logic is straightforward, and the
exec contains nothing new. Therefore, only a brief description will be given.

The REXX built-in function “length()” counts trailing blanks when
calculating the size of a string. “truelen()” does not count trailing blanks.

Basically, “truelen()” invokes the built-in function “length()” to
retrieve the full length of the string. It uses this full length in a “sub-
str()” function to retrieve the last byte of the string. It then checks this
last byte for a blank. If it is a blank, it subtracts 1 from the full length
and goes through the process again. By the time it finishes, it has sub-
tracted all the trailing blanks from the full length.

SUMMARY

Many useful REXX utilities could be written using the techniques
covered in this article. The main utility presented, TRAPCMD.REX, is
a good place to start when trying to automate processes. Many manual
processes consist of the entering of commands onto the screen and then
reading the results to determine what to do next. Being able to get pro-

grams to issue the commands then read and act upon the results is a
necessary first step in office automation.  

NaSPA member Bruce Woodworth has several years of experience in com-
puter programming. He is the President and founder of Woodworth’s LLC, a
computer consulting company. He currently teaches computer courses part-
time at Quinebaug Valley Community College in Connecticut. E-mail him at
president@woodworths.com.

FIGURE 10: FIGURE 10: VARIABLES SET BY THE “LISTDSI()” FUNCTION
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